
Unit at a Glance
Grade Level: 10th

Essential Question: What experiences lead us from childhood into 
adulthood?

Length: 5–7 weeks (see Pacing Guide)

Unit Texts: (see full list of texts)

• “Safety of Numbers” by Lucy Tan (Short Story)

• “Growing Up: Key Moments” by Jessica McBirney (Informational)

• “Through the Tunnel” by Doris Lessing (Short Story)

• “John F. Kennedy inspired us then and now” by Various (Letter)

• “American History” by Judith Ortiz Cofer (Short Story)

• “Eraser Tattoo” by Jason Reynolds (Short Story) 

• “Marigolds” by Eugenia Collier (Short Story)

• Supplemental Texts Included (English + Spanish)

• Independent Reading and Book Club Options  

Focus Skills: (see Reading and Writing Skill Arcs)

Reading:

• Theme development [RL.9-10.2]

• Complex character and setting development [RL.9-10.3]

• Author’s use of structure to create effects [RL.9-10.5]

• Development of central idea [RI.9-10.2]

• Author’s development of ideas or claims [RI.9-10.5]

Writing:

• Argument writing [W.9-10.1]

• Expository writing [W.9-10.2]

• Introduction paragraphs [W.9-10.2.A]

• Conclusion paragraphs [W.9-10.2.F]

Language:

• Use a semicolon to link two or more closely related independent 
clauses. [L.9-10.2.A]

• Grade-appropriate academic vocabulary [L.9-10.6]

Speaking and Listening:

• Refer to text evidence to support an exchange of ideas. [SL.9-
10.1.A]

Unit Overview
This 360 Unit is anchored around five engaging short stories that illuminate both the 
exhilaration and the pain inherent in the transition from adolescence to adulthood: “Safety 
of Numbers,” “Through The Tunnel,” “American History,” “Eraser Tattoo,” and “Marigolds.” In 
their struggles to become independent, the protagonists in each of these stories often come 
to painful realizations about adults and the world around them. To help students further 
engage with the coming of age themes in the unit, students read “Growing Up: Key Moments,” 
an informational text about the pivotal experiences that we undergo during the transition 
from childhood to adulthood. Students also read an informational text about the impact of the 
assassination of John F.  Kennedy to build background knowledge for the short story “American 
History.” Students work collaboratively during a Related Media Exploration featuring videos that 
explore the role of risk-taking and peer relationships in a person’s coming of age journey. 

By the end of this 360 Unit, students should be able to articulate themes about coming of 
age shared by these stories and discuss how the authors develop their theme through craft. 
To demonstrate this skill, they will write an essay where they refer to unit texts and personal 
experiences to explain their perspective on coming of age. Students will practice their writing 
skills from the unit by using context to introduce evidence and blending evidence naturally into 
their writing. This unit also includes resources to support teachers in launching an independent 
reading program or book clubs that run parallel to the core instruction in this unit

WHAT’ S  IN CLU D ED

 Ȍ 7 Reading Lessons

 Ȍ A Set of Supplemental Texts

 Ȍ Independent Reading and Book 
Club Resources

 Ȍ A Writing Baseline Assessment

 Ȍ 5 Writing Lessons

 Ȍ 1 Vocabulary Activity Set

 Ȍ 1 Vocabulary Quiz

 Ȍ 1 Grammar and Usage Activity Set

 Ȍ 1 Grammar and Usage Quiz

 Ȍ 1 Discussion Skill Lesson

 Ȍ 1 Class Discussion

 Ȍ 1 Related Media Exploration

 Ȍ 1 Essential Question Analysis Essay

 Ȍ 1 Narrative Prompt

 Ȍ A Set of Alternative End-Of-Unit 
Writing Options

5 – 7  W E E K S

COMING OF AGE
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Skill Focus:  
By the end of middle school, students 
should be able to analyze the 
development of a theme in a literary text 
[RL.8.2], analyze how incidents in a story 
propel the action [RL.8.3], and analyze 
how the structure of a text contributes 
to its meaning and style [RL.8.5]. In this 
10th grade 360 Unit, students will deepen 
their knowledge and demonstrate more 
sophisticated mastery of these standards. 
Theme statements and other claims about 
literature in 10th grade should be more 
nuanced and express related or conflicting 
ideas within a text [RL.9-10.2]. Students 
should also be able to articulate how story 
elements such as setting and symbolism 
contribute to the development of 
complex characters [RL.9-10.3] and how 
an author’s structural choices develop 
tension and suspense [RL.9-10.5].

Reading lessons in this unit include 
scaffolded questions to help students 
meet grade level reading standards. Independent Practice for reading lessons is aligned to RL.9-10.2, RL.9-10.3, and RL.9-10.5, and include 
both multiple choice and short answer responses.

Writing in this unit focuses on ramping up the fundamentals of strong writing habits and expectations. Students review the elements of a strong 
paragraph, complete with an advanced argument, and contextualized evidence that blends naturally with their own writing.  Students will also 
collaboratively plan their Unit 1 Essay and analyze an exemplar student sample to clarify expectations for a full essay structure. Finally, students 
will practice composing engaging introduction and conclusion paragraphs. 

ARC OF READING INSTRUCTION

Reading 
Lesson 1

Reading 
Lesson 2

Reading 
Lesson 3

Reading 
Lesson 4

Reading 
Lesson 5

Reading 
Lesson 6

Reading 
Lesson 6

“Safety of 
Numbers” by 
Lucy Tan  
(Short Story)

“Growing Up: 
Key Moments” 
by Jessica 
McBirney  
(Informational)

“Through the 
Tunnel” by 
Doris Lessing  
(Short Story)

“John F. 
Kennedy 
inspired us 
then and now” 
by Various  
(Letter)

“American 
History” by 
Judith Ortiz 
Cofer  
(Short Story)

“Eraser 
Tattoo” 
by Jason 
Reynolds  
(Short Story)

“Marigolds” 
by Eugenia W. 
Collier  
(Short Story)

Students read 
to analyze 
how complex 
characters 
develop the 
theme of a 
story. [RL.9-
10.2, RL.9-
10.3]

Students read 
to analyze 
how an author 
develops a claim 
through specific 
sentences and 
paragraphs. 
[RI.9-10.5]

Students read 
to analyze 
how an author 
builds suspense 
through details 
such as the 
setting. [RL.9-
10.5]

 Students read 
to trace how a 
central idea is 
developed over 
the course of a 
text. [RI.9-10.2]

Students read 
to analyze how 
descriptions 
of the setting 
develop an 
understanding 
of a character. 
[RL.9-10.3]

Students read 
to analyze 
how a theme 
is shaped and 
refined by 
specific details. 
[RL.9-10.2]

Students read 
to determine 
the way 
an author 
develops 
characters 
through 
specific details 
and  symbols. 
[RL.9-10.3]

This unit also includes:

• Optional supplemental texts in English and Spanish that support students in developing reading volume and stamina.

• Independent reading and book club optional to build students’ volume and breadth of reading

How does RL.2 shift? How does RL.3 shift? How does RL.5 shift?

8th Grade: Determine a 
theme or central idea 
of a text and analyze its 
development over the 
course of the text, including 
its relationship to the 
characters, setting, and 
plot; provide an objective 
summary of the text.

8th Grade: Analyze how 
particular lines of dialogue 
or incidents in a story 
or drama propel the 
action, reveal aspects of 
a character, or provoke a 
decision.

8th Grade: Compare and 
contrast the structure of two 
or more texts and analyze 
how the differing structure 
of each text contributes to its 
meaning and style.

9th-10th Grade: Determine 
a theme or central idea of a 
text and analyze in detail its 
development over the course 
of the text, including how it 
emerges and is shaped and 
refined by specific details; 
provide an objective summary 
of the text.

9th-10th Grade: Analyze 
how complex characters 
(e.g., those with multiple 
or conflicting motivations) 
develop over the course of 
a text, interact with other 
characters, and advance the 
plot or develop the theme.

9th-10th Grade: Analyze 
how an author’s choices 
concerning how to structure 
a text, order events within 
it (e.g., parallel plots), and 
manipulate time (e.g., pacing, 
flashbacks) create such 
effects as mystery, tension, 
or surprise.
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ARC OF WRITING INSTRUCTION

Writing Baseline 
Assessment 

(Optional)
Writing Lesson 1: Writing Lesson 2: Writing Lesson 3: Writing Lesson 4: Writing Lesson 5:

In your opinion, 
is taking risks a 

necessary part of 
growing up?

Exemplar 
Paragraph

Introducing 
Evidence with 

Context

Blending 
Quotations into 

Context

Unit 1: Essay 
Planning

Writing Engaging 
Introductions

Prompt (Recommended): Write an essay in which you explain your perspective on what it means to come of age and how we become 
adults. Use evidence from multiple unit texts and your own experiences to support your argument. [W.1, W.2]

Essay (Optional): Narrative

Prompt: Write a personal narrative describing an experience that has been part of your transition out of childhood. When deciding on a 
moment to write about, consider the following:

• A loss you experienced

• A realization, or difficult truth you learned

• A new responsibility you had to take on

• A risk you decided to take [W.3]

VOCABUL ARY, DISCUSSION, AND GR AMMAR INSTRUCTION

 Vocabulary
This 360 Unit includes explicit vocabulary 
instruction on 9 academic words. Students 
complete 5 activities for each set of words. 
Consistent with research, students encounter 
these words in context. Word usage is 
reinforced in reading, writing, and discussion 
activities [L.9-10.6]. Learn more here.

 Discussion
In all 360 Units, students discuss the texts 
they are reading daily. In addition to multiple 
opportunities for informal discussion, there 
is one formal whole class discussion where 
students will discuss the following: How is 
growing up in today’s society similar to and 
different from what characters experience 
in this unit’s texts? What unique burdens, 
challenges, and advantages exist for us? 
Students receive explicit instruction on 
referring to evidence from texts to support 
an exchange of ideas[SL.9-10.1.A].

 Grammar Instruction
This unit includes a short lesson and 9 
practice activities on using a semicolon 
to link two or more closely related 
independent clauses [L.9-10.2.A]. This skill 
helps students express more sophisticated 
ideas in writing.

10th Grade: Unit One COMING OF AGE
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Lessons & Materials
Below, you will find all of the materials needed to teach this unit. To better help you understand the choices and flexibility within the unit 
materials, individual lessons are tagged as Essential, Recommended, or Optional. 

A sample Pacing Guide is available here.

Writing Baseline Assessment U N I T  P R E P  R E S O U R C E S

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
Assigning a writing baseline assessment at the beginning of the year is a great way to get to know your 
class and assess student strengths and weaknesses. This argumentative prompt connects to the major 
unit themes. It asks students to argue whether or not taking risks is a necessary part of growing up, using 
evidence from stories, movies, real world events, or experiences from their own lives. 

HOW TO FACILITATE:
Distribute the Writing Baseline Assessment on paper or through Google Docs. Set aside one class period 
for students to compose the essay, ideally in a silent testing environment. Students may use blank paper 
or a digital notebook to plan their essay. Use the Grade 6-10 Argumentative Writing Rubric to score 
student essays. Provide direct feedback to students on their essay using the Student Feedback Form. Have 
students reflect on their writing and set writing goals using the Writing Baseline Assessment Goal-Setting 
Tool. You may use this tool to kick off 1:1 conferences with students.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Student Copy: Writing Baseline Assessment 

• Grade 6-10 Argumentative Writing Rubric and Student Feedback Form

• Writing Baseline Assessment Goal Setting Tool

Supplemental Texts U N I T  P R E P  R E S O U R C E S

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
Each CommonLit 360 Unit is accompanied by a set of supplemental texts that connect to the unit’s themes. 
Texts can be printed or assigned digitally and include questions and activities.

HOW TO FACILITATE:
Review the Guidance for Supplemental Text Sets for ideas on how to implement supplemental texts across 
the unit.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Coming of Age Ceremonies Across Different Cultures by Thomas Pool (Informational Text): This text 

outlines the details of different coming of age traditions across several cultures and religions. Pair this text 
with “Growing Up: Key Moments” to help students continue their discussion about what life events mark the 
transition from childhood to adulthood.

• The Role Reverser: Growing Up Too Soon by Gregory L. Jantz, Ph.D. (Psychology): In this article, a 
psychologist tells the story of a young boy, Adam, who was forced to  grow up too soon after his parents divorced. 
Use this text to start a conversation about the responsibilities parents and other adults have throughout a child’s  
transition from childhood to adulthood. What are the consequences of leaving childhood behind too soon? 

• Funeral by Ralph Fletcher (Memoir): In this excerpt from Ralph Fletcher’s memoir, the author reflects on a 
moment from his childhood when friends held a “funeral” for him before he moved away, a moment he knew he 
would never forget. Use this text as a mentor when students write their personal narratives describing a moment 
that illustrates their transition from childhood to adulthood.

• Excerpt from “You Don’t Have to Say You Love Me” by Sherman Alexie (Memoir): In this excerpt, Sherman 
Alexie describes how loss and grief propelled him to choose a future apart from his home on the Spokane Indian 
Reservation. Pair this text with “American History” or “Marigolds” to help students continue a conversation 
about the types of moments that often force people to realize harsh realities of the world for the first time.

• One Friday Morning by Langston Hughes (Short Story): In this short story, Nancy Lee, a Black high school 
student whose family moved North for better opportunities, faces some cruel realities after her art scholarship 
is taken away because of her race. Pair this text with “American History” and “Marigolds” to have students 
compare the way the characters in each story react to new realizations.  

10th Grade: Unit One COMING OF AGE
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jVm3PcxqfxmUN28OlzGoPGgR44b_CXBy92DlfGkQ76o/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kyuSxb5HKjp8mE6CNIVGpqPBU6etgmko9YVjRXij6yM/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19w3o0Q6XN1tqym6jJ9o0tB4MFv6IRJvs26NlMk46D6w/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DsnllSrb0mFcSPLh8stlM4vkASS7FtcGa6zvyIr0ryU/copy
https://www.commonlit.org/en/texts/coming-of-age-ceremonies-across-different-cultures
https://www.commonlit.org/en/texts/the-role-reverser-growing-up-too-soon
https://www.commonlit.org/en/texts/funeral
https://www.commonlit.org/en/texts/excerpt-from-you-don-t-have-to-say-you-love-me
https://www.commonlit.org/texts/one-friday-morning


Independent Reading and Book Club Resources U N I T  P R E P  R E S O U R C E S

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
This set of resources supports teachers in launching an independent reading program or book clubs that 
run parallel to the core instruction in this unit. It includes a list of books that align thematically to 10th Grade 
Unit 1: Coming of Age, discussion questions, reading response questions, as well as ready-made student-
facing logs and handouts. 

HOW TO FACILITATE:
• Start by downloading Best Practices for Independent Reading.

• Check out the 10th Grade Unit 1: Coming of Age Independent Reading Teacher Guide and make a plan for 
independent reading.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Student Copy: Independent Reading Materials 

Unit Introduction E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
Begin this 360 Unit with an editable slide deck and paired handout designed to spark student curiosity. 
Encourage students to start talking with debatable questions and explore the topics they will be learning 
throughout the unit.

HOW TO FACILITATE (20 MINS):
• Use the slide deck to facilitate the Unit Introduction handout whole class (20 mins)

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Slide Deck

• Teacher Copy

• Student Copy

• Student Reference Sheet

• Word Wall 

Vocabulary Activity Set: List 1 E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
This vocabulary activity set helps students master the 9 high-impact academic vocab words they will see in 
the stories they read. These 5 activities are great for a quick warm-up activity or homework.

HOW TO FACILITATE (20 MINS):
• Use the Slide Deck to facilitate Vocabulary Activity 1 whole-class (20 min)

• Flexibly assign the remaining activities as warm-ups, homework, or practice to prepare students for the 
Vocabulary Quiz.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Student Vocabulary Activity Set

• Teacher Answer Key* 

• Activity 1 Slide Deck

• Word Wall

*Not available in PDF. Coming soon in digital form!
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z5xjvH7EQlYJOeGNvtIzZf21XTnOBCvGhSk60zQ0698/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Sm_1hNbMioioTBmk8oyrtLjQ-kgyr2od1Ipi2B1LTXw/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Sm_1hNbMioioTBmk8oyrtLjQ-kgyr2od1Ipi2B1LTXw/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1VM7yklXEL9unmPbMXu0553aZQss_b5Ef5206MBlpk0U/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17Au-Xl1kUXkDLoi9I3bMDPP1EgEW5ejb6nSZcyu1c9M/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vCACeEGGvktOJmMQWOGQ5dSl8UNC2yHpvKnOkXE97kU/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ePMwgni7oYoLIoGHO8U3vkJFo-ZzHpMXzE3-vxcZBcc/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/192dXd983HRkzzVO9a8QBttRekLdwnPFuC221NmsfQVs/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CmxmFftydULjHMlD_dNlYZpumSJLuBdqIonsvR2j8DQ/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1y-p_GYSerR7piccuVfTkx5uIpOMcLpIajoV0q89mdvU/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1SXCf17ry8RuQnLQcKXimbZ-bhosxaP3JtuWd2VmaQcA/copy


Reading Lesson: “Safety of Numbers” (Short Story) E S S E N T I A L

E XCITING NEW FE ATURE:
Watch this video for tips on how to use the new digital reading lesson.

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
In this short story, a daughter learns surprising information about her mother’s past that informs the future 
she wants to live. As students read, they analyze how characters’ complicated relationships and decisions 
develop a theme about coming of age.

HOW TO FACILITATE DIGITALLY (90 MINS):
Watch this video for tips on how to teach the new digital reading lesson. Preview and assign the lesson. 
Begin by facilitating this slide deck.

HOW TO FACILITATE ON PAPER (90 MINS):
Print and distribute the Student Copy PDF.* Begin the lesson by facilitating the slide deck. Lead students 
through the reading and activities with the Teacher Copy PDF,* and use the Answer Key* to score 
questions.

*Navigate to the Lessons & Materials page for this unit to access these resources.

Writing Lesson: Determining a ThemeTheme O P T I O N A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
This is an optional review lesson for students who need extra help identifying the theme of a passage. It can 
be applied to one or multiple texts throughout this 360 Unit. In the lesson, students review the steps for 
determining theme and apply them to the chosen text.

HOW TO FACILITATE (20 MINS):
To assign the interactive digital lesson, click “Assign” and schedule the lesson.* 
To facilitate the lesson on paper, access the student copy of the lesson and distribute it to students.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Teacher Copy

• Student Copy

• Classroom Anchor Chart

• Student Reference Sheet

*The data for interactive digital lessons will show up on your teacher assignment report.

Writing Lesson: Exemplar Paragraph E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
This writing lesson reinforces an essential building block: how to write a complete paragraph with a 
sophisticated argument, relevant evidence, and explanations. Students apply the skill in a written response 
to a prompt for “Safety of Numbers.”

HOW TO FACILITATE (40 MINS):
To assign the interactive digital lesson, click “Assign” and schedule the lesson.* 
To facilitate the lesson on paper, access the student copy of the lesson and distribute it to students.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Teacher Copy

• Student Copy

• Student Reference Sheet

• Think Aloud Slide Deck (Optional)

*The data for interactive digital lessons will show up on your teacher assignment report.
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https://player.vimeo.com/external/604296632.hd.mp4?s=2d0bfd12e09faf7d23ab31d5eb93d2981833a6d9&profile_id=174
https://player.vimeo.com/external/604296632.hd.mp4?s=2d0bfd12e09faf7d23ab31d5eb93d2981833a6d9&profile_id=174
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1zpUZBgSWygY9QJYDtByxbZhMuIxdRAURfJskvmNusfE/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1zpUZBgSWygY9QJYDtByxbZhMuIxdRAURfJskvmNusfE/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AJjWDC5BDDVuTlZHUuApcV1zH65Fei-_cFGtlqpN0Io/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1oWRp8bryUcTGGMYkA7y8D9D4ebY6SZx1j8RDL8YADKs/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gZucRwbS0RWgNB9nCnC0axsdeoPZfiQJSzpysp7Upj8/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1X74ptrPH2-G2hBTCpmS6kx9eZ1NKtUW1DXCOo2-QecI/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10g2PEQWpHMke5kGuvJ_8VG1om2obh-0gVwGFToPf7NQ/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HOW6QeouDWGxZF2MJPDoB6XDFxUn9CHv-HtsUCxyP2Q/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fKSmuxPYhmfTL0oYZqACiY5CFDIuWxxGb_nswolJ6L8/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qTCQzvGv-J5obqy6IDyiCMEfvnQpvQ9f2GC1BNGxGRw/copy


Reading Lesson: “Growing Up: Key Moments” (Informational) E S S E N T I A L

E XCITING NEW FE ATURE:
Watch this video for tips on how to use the new digital reading lesson.

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
This is an independent reading assignment.

This informational text explores the pivotal events that contribute to our coming of age, such as realizing 
that the adults in our lives are not perfect and experiencing our first heartbreak. As students read, they 
analyze how an author develops a claim through specific sentences and paragraphs.

HOW TO FACILITATE DIGITALLY (40 MINS):
Watch this video for tips on how to teach the new digital reading lesson. Preview and assign the lesson. 
Begin by facilitating this slide deck.

HOW TO FACILITATE ON PAPER (40 MINS):
Print and distribute the Student Copy PDF.* Begin the lesson by facilitating the slide deck. Lead students 
through the reading and activities with the Teacher Copy PDF,* and use the Answer Key* to score 
questions.

*Navigate to the Lessons & Materials page for this unit to access these resources.

Reading Lesson: “Through the Tunnel” (Short Story) E S S E N T I A L

E XCITING NEW FE ATURE:
Watch this video for tips on how to use the new digital reading lesson.

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
This suspenseful short story describes one boy’s quest to follow the lead of a group of older boys and swim 
through a tight underwater tunnel, gaining new independence and self-awareness through the process. As 
students read, they analyze how the author uses the setting to build suspense.

HOW TO FACILITATE DIGITALLY (80 MINS):
Watch this video for tips on how to teach the new digital reading lesson. Preview and assign the lesson. 
Begin by facilitating this slide deck.

HOW TO FACILITATE ON PAPER (80 MINS):
Print and distribute the Student Copy PDF.* Begin the lesson by facilitating the slide deck. Lead students 
through the reading and activities with the Teacher Copy PDF,* and use the Answer Key* to score 
questions.

*Navigate to the Lessons & Materials page for this unit to access these resources.
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https://player.vimeo.com/external/604296632.hd.mp4?s=2d0bfd12e09faf7d23ab31d5eb93d2981833a6d9&profile_id=174
https://player.vimeo.com/external/604296632.hd.mp4?s=2d0bfd12e09faf7d23ab31d5eb93d2981833a6d9&profile_id=174
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/16LHtiIKcc5BL9xPjj2xBMEM0_anZJoHMlBz7K8W4Go8/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/16LHtiIKcc5BL9xPjj2xBMEM0_anZJoHMlBz7K8W4Go8/copy
https://player.vimeo.com/external/604296632.hd.mp4?s=2d0bfd12e09faf7d23ab31d5eb93d2981833a6d9&profile_id=174
https://player.vimeo.com/external/604296632.hd.mp4?s=2d0bfd12e09faf7d23ab31d5eb93d2981833a6d9&profile_id=174
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1MaJH0eR8Ktn9P542ZaU_hsfV7puQI2U6ujXHKDWwbLE/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1MaJH0eR8Ktn9P542ZaU_hsfV7puQI2U6ujXHKDWwbLE/copy


Writing Lesson: Introducing Evidence with Context E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
In this writing lesson, students learn what context is and how including it in their writing ensures that the 
meaning and relevance of their evidence is always clear. Students apply the skill in a written response to a 
prompt for “Through the Tunnel.”

HOW TO FACILITATE (35 MINS):
To assign the interactive digital lesson, click “Assign” and schedule the lesson.* 
To facilitate the lesson on paper, access the student copy of the lesson and distribute it to students.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Teacher Copy

• Student Copy

• Classroom Anchor Chart

• Student Reference Sheet

*The data for interactive digital lessons will show up on your teacher assignment report.

Vocabulary Quiz E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
This vocabulary quiz assesses students’ knowledge of the vocabulary words in the Vocabulary Activity Set.

HOW TO FACILITATE (15 MINS):
• To assign this quiz digitally, click “Assign” and schedule the quiz. Set aside 15 minutes for students to 

complete the vocabulary quiz.

• To have students complete the quiz on paper, access the Student Copy PDF and use the Answer Key* to 
score the quiz.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Student Vocabulary Quiz

• Teacher Answer Key* 

*Navigate to the Lessons & Materials page for this unit to access the Answer Key.  

Related Media Exploration:  Is Risk-Taking a Necessary Part of  
Growing Up? R E C O M M E N D E D

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
Students work with their peers in this Related Media Exploration to learn about the benefits of risk-taking 
and the way teenage brains and social interactions increase the likelihood of risky behavior. Students watch 
three videos and make connections to two unit texts as they consider why risk-taking is a necessary part of 
growing up.

HOW TO FACILITATE (60 MINS):
Lead students through the introductory slides. Release students to complete the remainder of the 
exploration with partners. (60 min)

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Slide Deck

• Student Copy

• Teacher Copy

10th Grade: Unit One COMING OF AGE
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h_nR5lMcfu9Isu5RxIWylPphvpdCZSCtCzxsaKkaDwE/copy
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15yUoWGGw6uHUH2ZhXmOOsYmh4IMRtoNeFOfEVwO2j3w/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gzMx_Of6iRLarSGts8oEzvdmTdJfJCrmcY0xAQOPhC4/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1q7s12iy4BO77NFClaVh91GuIX9t0LmoPcqyTG2coB7c/copy


Reading Lesson: “John F. Kennedy inspired us then and now” (Letter) R E C O M M E N D E D

E XCITING NEW FE ATURE:
Watch this video for tips on how to use the new digital reading lesson.

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
In preparation for reading “American History,” students read this informational text to build essential 
background knowledge. In this assortment of letters, people who were young at the time of President 
John F. Kennedy’s death reflect on the impact that moment in history had on their lives. As students read, 
they determine a common central idea about how President Kennedy’s death was a turning point for many 
young people at that time.

HOW TO FACILITATE DIGITALLY (45 MINS):
Watch this video for tips on how to teach the new digital reading lesson. Preview and assign the lesson. 
Begin by facilitating this slide deck.

HOW TO FACILITATE ON PAPER (45 MINS):
Print and distribute the Student Copy PDF.* Begin the lesson by facilitating the slide deck. Lead students 
through the reading and activities with the Teacher Copy PDF,* and use the Answer Key* to score 
questions.

*Navigate to the Lessons & Materials page for this unit to access these resources.

Writing Lesson: Narrative Prompt R E C O M M E N D E D

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
This narrative prompt allows students to engage with unit themes in a creative way while also providing 
additional writing practice. For this unit, students write a personal narrative describing a moment that 
illustrates their own transition out of childhood.

HOW TO FACILITATE:
Have students respond to the narrative prompt using the Narrative Writing Checklist as they write. 

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Student Copy

Reading Lesson: “American History” (Short Story) E S S E N T I A L

E XCITING NEW FE ATURE:
Watch this video for tips on how to use the new digital reading lesson.

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
This short story is set against the backdrop of President Kennedy’s assassination. A young girl’s innocence 
allows her to build a friendship with a boy from a different background, but that innocence is shattered 
when she is faced with harsh truths about the world. As students read, they analyze the relationship 
between the setting and a young girl’s understanding of her world.

HOW TO FACILITATE DIGITALLY (80 MINS):
Watch this video for tips on how to teach the new digital reading lesson. Preview and assign the lesson. 
Begin by facilitating this slide deck.

HOW TO FACILITATE ON PAPER (80 MINS):
Print and distribute the Student Copy PDF.* Begin the lesson by facilitating the slide deck. Lead students 
through the reading and activities with the Teacher Copy PDF,* and use the Answer Key* to score 
questions.

*Navigate to the Lessons & Materials page for this unit to access these resources.
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https://player.vimeo.com/external/604296632.hd.mp4?s=2d0bfd12e09faf7d23ab31d5eb93d2981833a6d9&profile_id=174
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https://player.vimeo.com/external/604296632.hd.mp4?s=2d0bfd12e09faf7d23ab31d5eb93d2981833a6d9&profile_id=174


Writing Lesson: Blending Quotations into Context E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
In this writing lesson, students practice more sophisticated writing by blending quotations naturally into 
their sentences. Students apply this skill by blending multiple quotations in a written response to a prompt 
for “American History.”

HOW TO FACILITATE (65 MINS):
To assign the interactive digital lesson, click “Assign” and schedule the lesson.* 
To facilitate the lesson on paper, access the student copy of the lesson and distribute it to students.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Teacher Copy

• Student Copy

• Classroom Anchor Chart

• Student Reference Sheet

*The data for interactive digital lessons will show up on your teacher assignment report.

Grammar and Usage Activities O P T I O N A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
Learning core grammar and usage elements can dramatically increase the complexity of a student’s 
writing. This 360 Unit’s grammar and usage materials contain 9 activities that help students learn to use 
a semicolon when linking two or more closely related independent clauses. Great for a quick warm-up 
activity or homework!

HOW TO FACILITATE:
Assign the 9 activities as warm-ups, homework, or practice to prepare students for the grammar quiz.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Student Grammar Activities

• Teacher Answer Key

Reading Lesson: “Eraser Tattoo” (Short Story) E S S E N T I A L

E XCITING NEW FE ATURE:
Watch this video for tips on how to use the new digital reading lesson.

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
“Eraser Tattoo” by Jason Reynolds describes two teenagers facing separation because of neighborhood 
gentrification who wonder whether their love can survive. This experience forces them to face some hard 
truths about the risks and rewards of love. As students read, they analyze how specific details develop a 
theme about love and coming of age.

HOW TO FACILITATE DIGITALLY (70 MINS):
Watch this video for tips on how to teach the new digital reading lesson. Preview and assign the lesson. 
Begin by facilitating this slide deck.

HOW TO FACILITATE ON PAPER (70 MINS):
Print and distribute the Student Copy PDF.* Begin the lesson by facilitating the slide deck. Lead students 
through the reading and activities with the Teacher Copy PDF,* and use the Answer Key* to score 
questions.

*Navigate to the Lessons & Materials page for this unit to access these resources.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mnHd7ZXzwGo7OIegKQ5tp5W9YvSfKlxqz0eQJr8DrXw/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UGMVgZIS1R-jV6vU2qHknRgaw1zhanPWKhpVwVHex2o/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1balx4ULeElUkqTsrsNEnvyXfcENYPZRxzbDStoA6x-0/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kYCnRnFIiXb4QOvN0HS6kuiL69lzMNryHXeHNED4GPQ/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sJwP4whO619bpuoX7TiHtRRD9pBvb6Pa1uGjIN2Dsnw/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DiN4AYDi3Ksp_o0wK3zx7Pm4FTqSX4FByX2dyB4Evjc/copy
https://player.vimeo.com/external/604296632.hd.mp4?s=2d0bfd12e09faf7d23ab31d5eb93d2981833a6d9&profile_id=174
https://player.vimeo.com/external/604296632.hd.mp4?s=2d0bfd12e09faf7d23ab31d5eb93d2981833a6d9&profile_id=174
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1m94JdmitEReZK_7vrG3rZ0kPladO2AnCZsawHeTk_tU/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1m94JdmitEReZK_7vrG3rZ0kPladO2AnCZsawHeTk_tU/copy


Reading Lesson: “Marigolds” (Short Story) E S S E N T I A L

E XCITING NEW FE ATURE:
Watch this video for tips on how to use the new digital reading lesson.

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
In this short story, a Black woman reflects on her childhood growing up in rural Maryland during the Great 
Depression. In this memory, she expresses regret at destroying the one image of beauty that stood out in 
an otherwise bleak world: Miss Lottie’s marigolds. As students read, they analyze how the author develops 
details about both Lizabeth and Miss Lottie through the symbol of the marigolds.

HOW TO FACILITATE DIGITALLY (95 MINS):
Watch this video for tips on how to teach the new digital reading lesson. Preview and assign the lesson. 
Begin by facilitating this slide deck.

HOW TO FACILITATE ON PAPER (95 MINS):
Print and distribute the Student Copy PDF.* Begin the lesson by facilitating the slide deck. Lead students 
through the reading and activities with the Teacher Copy PDF,* and use the Answer Key* to score 
questions.

*Navigate to the Lessons & Materials page for this unit to access these resources.

Grammar and Usage Quiz O P T I O N A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
This grammar quiz assesses students’ knowledge of the unit’s grammar skill: using a semicolon to link two or 
more closely related independent clauses.

HOW TO FACILITATE (10 MINS):
• Assign the grammar quiz to students (10 min)

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Student Grammar Quiz

• Teacher Answer Key* 
*Not available in PDF. Coming soon in digital form!
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https://player.vimeo.com/external/604296632.hd.mp4?s=2d0bfd12e09faf7d23ab31d5eb93d2981833a6d9&profile_id=174
https://player.vimeo.com/external/604296632.hd.mp4?s=2d0bfd12e09faf7d23ab31d5eb93d2981833a6d9&profile_id=174
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/18ejUrU1s7_6hnhgZwtOYSx7fgm4ULEGiVyJlNtqqCwU/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/18ejUrU1s7_6hnhgZwtOYSx7fgm4ULEGiVyJlNtqqCwU/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jgdLMYDkatxnotuzHi_y5GnHf-uDbS9UaqQIs6AWg0Y/copy


Discussion Lesson R E C O M M E N D E D

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
Understanding how to effectively and respectfully communicate with others in a group setting will 
benefit students beyond their academic lives. Class discussions allow for students to practice hearing 
others and voicing their own ideas. This discussion lesson will help students practice exchanging different 
viewpoints as they refer to text evidence and invite peers to elaborate on their thinking. The assignment 
materials include a handout to teach the discussion skill whole-class, a handout to help students prepare 
for discussion and take notes, and teacher resources to help you facilitate whole-class or small group 
discussions.

Students will discuss their answers to the following questions: 

How is growing up in today’s society similar to and different from what characters experience in this unit’s texts? 

What unique burdens, challenges, and advantages exist for us?

HOW TO FACILITATE (60 MINS):
• Lead students through the Discussion Skill Lesson (15 min)

• Have students prepare for discussion using the Discussion Prep handout (15 min)

• Launch discussion and have students take notes during discussion (30 min)

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Discussion Skill Lesson Student Copy

• Discussion Skill Lesson Teacher Copy

• Discussion Preparation Student Copy

• Discussion Protocols

• Student Voice Tracker

Writing Lesson: Unit 1 Essay Planning E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
Learning to effectively brainstorm and plan for an essay contributes to strong and thoughtful student 
writing. This multi-part writing lesson sets students up for success on their unit essay and allows them to 
practice skills they can carry over into future essay planning. 

Students will:

• Brainstorm their perspective about coming of age 

• Break down the prompt

• Discuss the prompt

• Draft their thesis statement

• Brainstorm evidence to support their thesis statement

• Examine an exemplar essay

HOW TO FACILITATE (50 MINS):
Follow the guidance on each section of the lesson. Each part has clear directions that indicate if the section 
should be teacher-led or assigned as partner work or independent practice. (50 min)

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Teacher Copy

• Student Copy
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1C2BYhS9s8BeY1wInPio3OkSliJieCa2U1qGfPXbVQTw/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yBDLTfr-Mb-PRHI1bGbkXYjLHfH2Rhh_Q3r1SCWZ_z8/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1M1ONkhV0dSloEts2ZD4bHwbKTG0oi8unOxF28nXQ-9Q/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14QbOyR2V8m3qS0TPTjL3SLHpIvtb56N4k-6rLWxviZY/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10EhRwf9ggMm_W7N0jQw_vg8_eH2QEp4iPqiDGw2Zj7k/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19LTueQNBhkciitZYQVBBit23TGEdFO5exOy861V2sKI/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FRCyA1WoyNvtjRiBCcArqrUfg3G_LybL5Lz69X6T-W0/copy


Writing Lesson: Unit 1 Essay Drafting E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:

This end of unit activity requires that students respond to the following writing prompt: 

Write an essay in which you explain your perspective on what it means to come of age and how we become 
adults. Use evidence from multiple unit texts and your own experiences to support your argument.

HOW TO FACILITATE:
Have students use their resources to draft their essay.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Student Essay Prompt

• Exemplar Essay

• Essay Rubric

Writing Lesson: Writing Engaging Introductions E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
In this multi-part writing lesson, students learn to use the upside-down triangle method for writing strong 
introductions, with a particular focus on hooking and engaging their reader. There is also an optional 
section for students to review the parts of a conclusion paragraph. Students apply this knowledge as they 
write introduction and conclusion paragraphs for the unit essay.

HOW TO FACILITATE (35 MINS):
Follow the guidance on each section of the lesson. Each part has clear facilitation directions that indicate if 
the section should be teacher-led or assigned as partner work or independent practice. (35 min)

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Teacher Copy

• Student Copy

• Classroom Anchor Chart: Introductions

• Classroom Anchor Chart: Conclusions

• Student Reference Sheet

Alternative End of Unit Writing Options O P T I O N A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
This unit includes three additional end of unit writing task options. Teachers may consider using these as 
extension activities or as a replacement to the recommended prompt.

HOW TO FACILITATE:
Consider which prompt best meets your students’ needs and assign that prompt in place of or in addition to 
the recommended unit prompt.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Teacher Copy

• Student Copy
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SWJzCEQQKS13RNt-kdNWo5V2cnjeGeMCkwIILx5cR8w/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Wn3bKb-ANkCK4sUJcSwuYzKuCc7DIoRGOU120dBICs4/copy
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gdAFfJm00jnBuxF2LOqU90HVXr7w6UgJwiVhjjnH2GQ/copy


Pacing Guide
With appropriate pacing, Grade 10, Unit 1 should take roughly 5-7 weeks of instructional time. This assumes 90 minutes of daily instruction. 
With this assumption, many of the reading lessons can last up to 2 days/class periods and should be spaced accordingly. Supplemental reading, 
vocabulary activities, and grammar activities can often be assigned as homework. Teachers should expect to revise pacing as needed. 

WEEK 1

Mon.
	y Unit Introduction

	y Vocabulary Activity Set: Activity 1 & Slide Deck

Tues.
	y “Safety of Numbers” Slide Deck

	y “Safety of Numbers” - Day 1

Wed.

	y Vocabulary Activity Set: Activity 2

	y “Safety of Numbers” - Day 2

	y Reading Skill Lesson: Determining Theme  OPTIONAL 

	y “Safety of Numbers” - Independent Practice

Thurs. 	y Writing Lesson: Exemplar Paragraph

Fri.

	y Vocabulary Activity Set: Activity 3

	y “Growing Up: Key Moments” Slide Deck

	y “Growing Up: Key Moments” 

	y “Growing Up: Key Moments” - Independent Practice

Flex time for:

	y Independent/Book Club reading or meetings

	y Supplemental text set reading

	y Completion of previous activities

	y Teacher-created activities

Training & Support Resources
CommonLit 360 is rich with resources for teachers and 
administrators. In addition to this PDF Unit Guide, here are just a 
few additional tools available to teams for free:

 � Document: Curriculum Framework, An Overview

 � Document: Themes & Topics Overview

 � Live Webinar: Getting Started with CommonLit 360

 � Instructional support videos available on each unit’s Support 
and Resources page

Ready to roll out CommonLit 360 in your school or district? 
Read about the affordable professional development we offer 
for schools and districts through our CommonLit for Schools 
packages.
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https://cdn.commonlit.org/static_assets/assets/000/007/744/original/CommonLit_360_Curriculum_Overview_-_Edition_1.0_-_v6.pdf?2021
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https://www.commonlit.org/en/units/coming-of-age/support_and_resources
https://www.commonlit.org/en/units/coming-of-age/support_and_resources
https://blog.commonlit.org/affordable-professional-development-to-support-an-effective-rollout-of-commonlit-360-7414071232a0


WEEK 2

Mon.
	y Vocabulary Activity Set: Activity 4

	y “Through the Tunnel” Slide Deck

	y “Through the Tunnel” - Day 1

Tues.
	y Vocabulary Activity Set: Activity 5

	y “Through the Tunnel” - Day 2

	y “Through the Tunnel” - Independent Practice

Wed. 	y Writing Lesson: Introducing Evidence with Context

Thurs.
	y Vocabulary Quiz

	y Related Media Exploration: Is Risk-Taking a Necessary Part of Growing Up?  RECOMMENDED 

Fri.

Flex time for:

	y Independent/Book Club reading or meetings

	y Supplemental text set reading

	y Completion of previous activities

	y Teacher-created activities

WEEK 3

Mon.

	y “John F. Kennedy inspired us then and now” Slide Deck  RECOMMENDED 

	y “John F. Kennedy inspired us then and now”  RECOMMENDED 

	y “John F. Kennedy inspired us then and now” - Independent Practice  RECOMMENDED 

	y Narrative Prompt  RECOMMENDED 

Tues.
	y “American History” Slide Deck

	y “American History” - Day 1

Wed.
	y “American History” - Day 2

	y “American History” - Independent Practice

Thurs. 	y Writing Lesson: Blending Quotations into Context

Fri.

Flex time for:

	y Independent/Book Club reading or meetings

	y Supplemental text set reading

	y Completion of previous activities

	y Teacher-created activities
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WEEK 4

Mon.
	y Grammar and Usage Activities: Parts 1-4  OPTIONAL 

	y “Eraser Tattoo” Slide Deck

	y “Eraser Tattoo” - Day 1

Tues.
	y Grammar and Usage Activities: Parts 5-8  OPTIONAL 

	y “Eraser Tattoo” - Day 2

	y “Eraser Tattoo” - Independent Practice

Wed.
	y Grammar and Usage Activities: Part 9  OPTIONAL 

	y “Marigolds” Slide Deck

	y “Marigolds” - Day 1

Thurs.
	y “Marigolds” - Day 2

	y “Marigolds” - Independent Practice

Fri.
	y Grammar and Usage Quiz  OPTIONAL 

	y Discussion Skill Lesson  RECOMMENDED 

	y Class Discussion  RECOMMENDED 

WEEK 5

Mon. 	y Writing Lesson: Unit 1 Essay Planning

Tues.
	y Essay Drafting Time

	y Writing Lesson: Writing Engaging Introductions

Wed. 	y Essay Drafting Time

Thurs.

Flex time for:

	y Independent/Book Club reading or meetings

	y Supplemental text set reading

	y Completion of previous activities

	y Teacher-created activities

Fri.

Flex time for:

	y Independent/Book Club reading or meetings

	y Supplemental text set reading

	y Completion of previous activities

	y Teacher-created activities
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CommonLit 360:  
Digital Experience
One of the reasons CommonLit 360 is so unique is that it is 
accessible through a free, state-of-the-art digital platform. 
Reading, writing, and vocabulary lessons and assessments 
within a CommonLit 360 unit can be assigned to students 
through CommonLit.org. During and after the lesson, 
teachers can view formative assessment data through a 
real-time lesson dashboard to easily track completion and 
progress. All of these digital features are free for teachers 
and students, just like the rest of CommonLit. To learn 
more about the digital experience, sign up for an upcoming 
CommonLit 360 webinar or email help@commonlit.org.

Appendix I: Text Selection & Text Complexity
When selecting texts for this unit, CommonLit considers both quantitative and qualitative measures of text complexity. 

UNIT TEX TS

Title by Author Lexile Description

“Safety of Numbers”  
by Lucy Tan  
(Short Story)

890L

In this short story, a daughter learns surprising information about her mother’s 
past that informs the future she wants to live. As students read, they analyze 
how characters’ complicated relationships and decisions develop a theme about 
coming of age.

“Growing Up: Key Moments” 
by Jessica McBirney  
(Informational)

1090L

This informational text explores the pivotal events that contribute to our 
coming of age, such as realizing that the adults in our lives are not perfect and 
experiencing our first heartbreak. As students read, they analyze how an author 
develops a claim through specific sentences and paragraphs.

“Through the Tunnel” by 
Doris Lessing  
(Short Story)

820L

This suspenseful short story describes one boy’s quest to follow the lead of a 
group of older boys and swim through a tight underwater tunnel, gaining new 
independence and self-awareness through the process. As students read, they 
analyze how the author uses the setting to build suspense.

“John F. Kennedy inspired us 
then and now” by Various  
(Letter)

1050L

This text is designed to build background knowledge for “American History.” 
In this assortment of letters, people who were young at the time of President 
John F. Kennedy’s death reflect on the impact that moment in history had on 
their lives. As students read, they determine a common central idea about how 
President Kennedy’s death was a turning point for many young people at that 
time.

“American History” by 
Judith Ortiz Cofer  
(Short Story)

920L

This short story is set against the backdrop of President Kennedy’s 
assassination. A young girl’s innocence allows her to build a friendship with a 
boy from a different background, but that innocence is shattered when she is 
faced with harsh truths about the world. As students read, they analyze the 
relationship between the setting and a young girl’s understanding of her world.
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“Eraser Tattoo” by Jason 
Reynolds  
(Short Story)

690L

“Eraser Tattoo” by Jason Reynolds describes two teenagers facing separation 
because of neighborhood gentrification who wonder whether their love can 
survive. This experience forces them to face some hard truths about the risks 
and rewards of love. As students read, they analyze how specific details develop 
a theme about love and coming of age.

“Marigolds” by Eugenia W. 
Collier  
(Short Story)

1090L

In this short story, a Black woman reflects on her childhood growing up in rural 
Maryland during the Great Depression. In this memory, she expresses regret at 
destroying the one image of beauty that stood out in an otherwise bleak world: 
Miss Lottie’s marigolds. As students read, they analyze how the author develops 
details about both Lizabeth and Miss Lottie through the symbol of the marigolds.

SUPPLEMENTAL TEX TS (ENGLISH)

Title by Author Lexile Description

“Coming of Age Ceremonies 
Across Different Cultures” 
por Thomas Pool 
(Informational Text)

1250L

This text outlines the details of different coming of age traditions across several 
cultures and religions. Pair this text with “Growing Up: Key Moments” to help 
students continue their discussion about what life events mark the transition 
from childhood to adulthood.

“The Role Reverser: Growing 
Up Too Soon” por Gregory L. 
Jantz, Ph.D. 
(Psychology)

830L

In this article, a psychologist tells the story of a young boy, Adam, who was 
forced to  grow up too soon after his parents divorced. Use this text to start 
a conversation about the responsibilities parents and other adults have 
throughout a child’s  transition from childhood to adulthood. What are the  
consequences of leaving childhood behind too soon?

“Funeral” por Ralph Fletcher 
(Memoir)

560L

In this excerpt from Ralph Fletcher’s memoir, the author reflects on a moment 
from his childhood when friends held a “funeral” for him before he moved away, a 
moment he knew he would never forget. Use this text as a mentor when students 
write their personal narratives describing a moment that illustrates their transition 
from childhood to adulthood.

“Excerpt from You Don’t 
Have to Say You Love Me” 
por Sherman Alexie 
(Memoir)

800L

In this excerpt, Sherman Alexie describes how loss and grief propelled him to 
choose a future apart from his home on the Spokane Indian Reservation. Pair 
this text with “American History” or “Marigolds” to help students continue a 
conversation about the types of moments that often force people to realize harsh 
realities of the world for the first time.

“One Friday Morning” por 
Langston Hughes 
(Short Story)

1090L

In this short story, Nancy Lee, a Black high school student whose family 
moved North for better opportunities, faces some cruel realities after her art 
scholarship is taken away because of her race. Pair this text with “American 
History” and “Marigolds” to have students compare the way the characters in 
each story react to new realizations. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL TEX TS (SPANISH)

Title by Author Lexile Description

“Ceremonias de paso a 
la adultez en diferentes 
culturas” by Thomas Pool 
(Informational Text)

1120L

This text outlines the details of different coming of age traditions across several 
cultures and religions. Pair this text with “Growing Up: Key Moments” to help 
students continue their discussion about what life events mark the transition 
from childhood to adulthood.

“Inversión de roles: crecer 
demasiado rápido” by 
Gregory L. Jantz, Ph.D. 
(Psychology)

850L

In this article, a psychologist tells the story of a young boy, Adam, who was 
forced to grow up too soon after his parents divorced. Use this text to start 
a conversation about the responsibilities parents and other adults have 
throughout a child’s  transition from childhood to adulthood. What are the  
consequences of leaving childhood behind too soon?

Extracto de “No tienes 
que decir que me amas” by 
Sherman Alexie 
(Memoir)

800L

In this excerpt, Sherman Alexie describes how loss and grief propelled him to 
choose a future apart from his home on the Spokane Indian Reservation. Pair 
this text with “American History” or “Marigolds” to help students continue a 
conversation about the types of moments that often force people to realize harsh 
realities of the world for the first time.
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